GREATER EFFICIENCY
NOW PLAN OF MUNCA

REMEMBER SYSTEM WILL BE EMERG IN FULL THIS YEAR

First Bell This Year Will Come for Freshmen on October 4—Off ever Now

FRIDAY afternoon in a meeting of the faculties for the consideration and enforcement of rules, Dr. J. C. Manly, our president, presented the new plan of examinations which will be made more effective for grading all in the work. A large number of new rules were added to the meeting and it is expected that competition will be keen for the different offices.

The work next week will be the preparation for the initiation of the business fraternity which will be held on the 4, next week on Thursday. Wednesday and Saturday afternoons at 3.15 the exaltations for corporal and senatorial positions will meet in the unterhall. Cord Lebech and Maj. Clifford Fawcett in lecture rooms of the liberal arts building for lectures on method in analyzing historical evidence. The examinations for investment and advanced positions will meet Lieutenant Manly in the arbor and be held in social music, giving occasionals and having the improving.

SYSTEM Plan

The innovation will be instituted this year, which will be of interest in the Coming era. It is the plan of enforcement as set at West Point. It will be an elaborate one, the work in it was in force last year, but will be carried out with greater precision. Under this arrangement a man will be given certain limits for being late to drill, the number varying according to the time. Other offenses will be dealt with according to their nature, trivial and civilly being and serviceable for the advice of the company. A schedule of the drillers, will be exhibited and a record of each man will also be kept. All officers will be examined and new men will be required in just as many places as necessary. According to the new regulations set in the military department the instructor, or the instructor's number of dermis be reported. The reporting of these demands will be in the hands of the officers and non-commissioned of

RACINE GIVES ESTIMATE OF
DEPT OF REGISTRATION

AGG'T TOLD This Year Will be Stillly Low

"The State University of Iowa," says R. P. Davis, "is a number of the institutions of American universities, has emphasized this full standard of examination, in which many students have been raised. The number four, therefore, will probably at any time be a hundred and ten that this in the number of them the attraction of it especially to bring students of higher quality during the year. so that they may not be a few less.

A decided advance of athletics has been made as the attitude is the same, that the competition will be keen for the different offices.

The work next week will be the preparation for the initiation of the business fraternity which will be held on the 4, next week on Thursday. Wednesday and Saturday afternoons at 3.15 the exaltations for corporal and senatorial positions will meet in the unterhall. Cord Lebech and Maj. Clifford Fawcett in lecture rooms of the liberal arts building for lectures on method in analyzing historical evidence. The examinations for investment and advanced positions will meet Lieutenant Manly in the arbor and be held in social music, giving occasionals and having the improving.

SYSTEM Plan

The innovation will be instituted this year, which will be of interest in the Coming era. It is the plan of enforcement as set at West Point. It will be an elaborate one, the work in it was in force last year, but will be carried out with greater precision. Under this arrangement a man will be given certain limits for being late to drill, the number varying according to the time. Other offenses will be dealt with according to their nature, trivial and civilly being and serviceable for the advice of the company. A schedule of the drillers, will be exhibited and a record of each man will also be kept. All officers will be examined and new men will be required in just as many places as necessary. According to the new regulations set in the military department the instructor, or the instructor's number of dermis be reported. The reporting of these demands will be in the hands of the officers and non-commissioned of

EISENHOWER GIVES ESTIMATE OF
DEPT OF REGISTRATION

AGG'T TOLD This Year Will be Stillly Low

"The State University of Iowa," says R. P. Davis, "is a number of the institutions of American universities, has emphasized this full standard of examination, in which many students have been raised. The number four, therefore, will probably at any time be a hundred and ten that this in the number of them the attraction of it especially to bring students of higher quality during the year. so that they may not be a few less.

A decided advance of athletics has been made as the attitude is the same, that the competition will be keen for the different offices.

The work next week will be the preparation for the initiation of the business fraternity which will be held on the 4, next week on Thursday. Wednesday and Saturday afternoons at 3.15 the exaltations for corporal and senatorial positions will meet in the unterhall. Cord Lebech and Maj. Clifford Fawcett in lecture rooms of the liberal arts building for lectures on method in analyzing historical evidence. The examinations for investment and advanced positions will meet Lieutenant Manly in the arbor and be held in social music, giving occasionals and having the improving.

SYSTEM Plan

The innovation will be instituted this year, which will be of interest in the Coming era. It is the plan of enforcement as set at West Point. It will be an elaborate one, the work in it was in force last year, but will be carried out with greater precision. Under this arrangement a man will be given certain limits for being late to drill, the number varying according to the time. Other offenses will be dealt with according to their nature, trivial and civilly being and serviceable for the advice of the company. A schedule of the drillers, will be exhibited and a record of each man will also be kept. All officers will be examined and new men will be required in just as many places as necessary. According to the new regulations set in the military department the instructor, or the instructor's number of dermis be reported. The reporting of these demands will be in the hands of the officers and non-commissioned of

SOPHOMORES BREAK
RECORD BY WINNING

PHIEBRENS ARE BEATEN, SOME TWO TO ONE

Sophomores Scored Once in Each Period and President Lottter in Class Battle

For the first time in history, the sophomores were victorious in the annual athletic contest, winning by a score of 2 to 1.

The interest of the visitors that the game was largely responsible for the victory of the second period. In the two twenty men team fights in which numbers did not count, but that the winners walked away with victory in enjoyable style. In the most important, Sophomore won, he was able to put a heavy team in the field that the sophomores and gained a good.

The standards referred to are the requirement of two years of college work for admission to the college of medicine and liberal arts faculties. The standards have been so made that students from accredited colleges and in collegiate, students from accredited schools only being accepted on examination without examination. The standards also refer to the requirement of an academic standing in the university.

Medics Battle

The longest and hottest fought class scrap of the year took place on the campus south of the medical building Friday between freshmen and sophomores and ended with the former winning.

Immediately after the 10 o'clock signal the freshmen class lined up in the gym by the north side, with the president and the freshmen on the south— and a battle royal took place when they confronted.

Board Recognized

The board in control of athletics has just been recognized by President George E. MacLean. Mayor Ralph Conklin of Iowa City and also a member of the law faculty, has been appointed on the board in place of Henry W. Moll, who has resigned from the college of law faculty. The other faculty members this year will be: Professors A. C. Ginnings, R. E. Gaul, W. J. Trencher, and Charles Van Rens.

Chas. A. Conklin, who graduated at the Iowa City high school, was inducted into the new class, returned to Iowa City, but Friday, after spending the successful

Sophomore given to the college of law.

Kappa Sigma Pledge

Frank Comfort of Mason City and F. H. Warren, Dutch, Collo., are pledged to Kappa Sigma.

MEXICAN GRANTS SHOW
ESCALATE STRENCH AND SPREAD

Under More Calo sils in Texas

The start of the football season from the standpoint of competitive football. The most important of the ghastly battles yesterday was the one between Minnesota and Lawrence at Minneapolis. As usual Minneapolis, Iowa and Wisconsin, reports from Minneapolis say that the Gophers are stronger than ever, at least they were able to win from the team marred by Mass. Carl in the score of 2 to 1.

Two of the Missions long and grueling played yesterday was a high which is coached by Louie Turner, former champion直观s, this year, is the one between Minnesota and St. Paul, high school team by the score of 1, 1 East High beat Des Moines college, the latter winning in a close one, 1 to 6.

The other scores yesterday follow:

Louis Lewis, University, 1, Shortstop, 1, Pennsylvania, 3.

Reception Well Accepted

Despite the rainy and inclement weather, Monday was given to the new and old students to the Twin City's and women's Christian residence. Monday evening was attended by several hundred students. A former student was tagged with a card bearing the name and class and "Hello" was printed on the back of it.

The guests were received by the presidents and grand secretaries of the associations. President Bernard Mincler, dean; and Dean Raymond, dean; and Mrs. C. M. Wright, president. President Mincler introduced the speakers.

High School and Alumni Reunion

The Iowa City Alumni club opened the official football season yesterday morning by playing a merciless with a team composed of alumni. Neither team was able to score in the four inning quarters, and in making themselves thoroughly chagrined.

Lieutenant Nortman C. Hinman refer to the contests. The sophomore team was led by President, McCollum and Hibbs, while the freshman team was Captain.

Kappa Sigma Pledge

Frank Comfort of Mason City and F. H. Warren, Dutch, Collo., are pledged to Kappa Sigma.

THE DAILY IOWAN FOR 1910-11.

The Student Publication—Under New Management.

A comprehensive news service covering the whole university, Society, Forensic, Editorial, and Personal Departments.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AT OFFICE OR FROM SOLICITORS.

THE VARYING WARDOBE

Tailors and Cleaners for those who care. Look for our card in Tuesday's Paper

Ladies Work

A Specialty
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The Right Way
Below is an editorial, by the war written by an alumnus of Iowa university, now on the editorial staff for the New York Evening World which is worth considering by university students:

"The sophomores known at Drake university were neither original nor very wise when they started to lend them of wait for one. Both freshman was ideals, until he stripped him of the clothing appetite, his pinstripes, and then, then him with blue paint in spite of his corporal struggles. It was a sin of all generations. It has been played many times before and Drake professors were influenced when they adopted it. That they were original they might have found numberless other ways of keeping a helpless freshman to danger—hurting and putting him in peril of serious injury or death. It would have been a fine game, for instance, if they had considered the board being the sophomores' problem and decorated the freshman's mark with steam by the dozen and then, there—everywhere through his body.

And their last night's sport was so much after a gang against a single boy divided is always cowardly. That sort of child lacks realism, for which the college stands, if it stands for anything. There is nothing of the Gallant about it. It is, please understand not to give the freshman a chance for his "white spirit."

"If there must be conflict between sophomores and freshmen, and according to tradition there must be, let it be fair and square, open and there heard, not against men and men, not cowardly and sneaking."
Coldren Theatre, Monday, Sept. 26

WILLIAM F. MANN Submits

R. C. WHITNEY'S CHICAGO, NEW YORK AND BOSTON SUCCESSFUL

MUSICAL FARGICALITY

YOU MUST SEE

THE HUMAN DRAGON

A

BROKEN IDOL

entire original production of the brightest of all Musical Shows.

Dainty Dancers, Delicious Music, 10 Actual Song Hits

With Don MacMillan, Perle Bart, and a cast including Edyth De Valmaseda, Dorothy Gray, Madge Carson, Dan Russell, Jack West, Earl Dewey, J. W. Carson, Sidney Stone, Chas. Gelder, Stanley Young and

The American Beauty Chorus
50 clever people presenting a Smart Entertainment

Prices: 50c., 75c., $1, $1.50. Seats on sale today at Greer's

WANTED
All The Students
to call at
CRAWFORD'S
Residence Studio
215 College St.

We'll Save You Money On Your GROCERIES
Are you going to need groceries this year? If so we want to make your acquaintance. We are in a position to serve you with the cleanest, freshest goods at prices that will save you dollars. Ask those who have traded here how they liked "Grandrath's". A trial will help us make good.

THE BUSY STORE

Grandrath's Grocery

THREE TOUCHDOWNS
GAINED BY VARSITY
(Continued from page one)

Those times based on something sexual every time, although the words fewer had the better of the argument, and succeeded in correcting the county's goal.

The freshening agent which lined up against the varsity was made up of Wright, center; Howell and Hemstreet, guards; Meyers and Comfort, tackles; Gardner and Whitsenba­

Business Clothes
An Advertisement NOT by Elbert Hubbard

APPARENTLY counts in terms of success more to day than ever before. The rush and push in the marts of com­
erce: the keen competition of professional life; the rapid changes in institutions and the powers that make them; all these are incident to the existence of the young man who ventures forth today to win in terms of the world. He needs, he must have, personal prestige. He must impress as he passes. He must get an audience on his appearance, masters of men have no time to investigate the uninviting. The Max Mayer store is a store for successful men. It helps men meet and master the problem of Good Clothes on straight-forward business principles. For forty years it has been the standard for others, it has been the respected authority for men who care. Today its facilities are at the service of everyone who appreciates the exclusive, the new, the dis­
tinctive. It will welcome you as such.

Students Listen
We have an Up-to-Date line of Trouser Hangers, Skirt Hangers, Coat Hangers, Necktie Loops, also Match Safes, Cuff­

C.W. Thompson
Dealer in Hard and Soft Costs
Olive and Yard at C. R. I. & F. Depot Dubuque St. Crossing
We make the Lowest Prices Possible and give Good Cash Deal...

Don't Strain Your Eyes
But use Gas or Electric Light for studying...
A good light is necessary—Why use a poor one...

Iowa City Gas
and Electric Co.
A New Suit for Fall

Have You Been Thinking Some About It?

This Is Our Message To You:—

We are stocked up in a way to please you men. Have all weights and materials and designs. We cut all suits according to the latest decree of fashion. For those who desire them, we put in those oddities of fashion—those fancy touches that appeal particularly to the young man.

Now About Price:

We can give you a stylish, dressy suit for as little as $32.00 or you can spend as much as $50.00 without wasting a cent. The difference is in the quality of material and workmanship. HAVE A LOOK!

JOSEPH SLAVATA

107 South Clinton St., Iowa City, Iowa